Bike it easy Travel

Travelling on e-Bike Discovering Italy’s Treasures

“The journey of life is like
a man riding a bicycle.
We know he got on the
bicycle and started
to move. We know that
at some point he will stop
and get off. We know that
if he stops moving and does
not get off he will fall off.”
William G. Golding

Bike it easy Travel

Travelling on e-bike discovering Italy’s treasures

An extraordinary heritage of nature, culture, wine-food gastronomy,
hospitality and hotel excellence and an innovative and exciting means
transport, that is environmental friendly and suitable for people of any fitness
level. The encounter of these two elements has inspired the idea of Bike it
easy Travel.
A number of trips planned around some of the most extraordinary Italian
touristic destinations, where the local environment is fully experienced
and explored with pedal-assisted high-riding bikes.

Do as the Locals do
Bike it easy Travel is a two-wheel ride that follows the soft allure of the
natural landscape all around, enabling to enjoy all the best features that a
region has to offer: extraordinary works of art, the most palatable traditional
dishes, the best wines, the most comfortable and enchanting hotels, along
with qualified guides and local experts that provide the “do as the locals do”
experience.
Based on the accurate selection of different destinations, the rides are tailored
on specific client needs, through a balanced combination of nature, culture,
food and wine.

Our e-Bikes

Using our e-Bike does not deprive the traveller of the bike riding experience,
nor does it lessen the need to push the pedals to move forward.
Our e-Bikes are equipped with a battery powered central motor (which
accounts for higher bike performance and steadiness).
The 3 pedal-assist modes of the motor provide a feeling of lightness,
minimum effort and more power during every single riding phase,
particularly when setting off or when riding uphill.
They are equipped with a comfortable gel seat providing the best comfort
during an entire day, with a front mobile phone holder and a rear bag for
storing personal belongings.

What’s Included
- State-of-the-Art pedal-assisted
bikes, equipped with bag, mobile
holder and helmet.
- Premium quality, luxury hotel accommodations.
- Breakfast, lunch, dinner, including
carefully selected local wines.
- Expert guides with local knowledge, history, art and gastronomic
experts assisting you during the

entire tour.
- Support van along the way.
- All transfers and baggage transportation.
- Entrance fees to museums and
historic sites, private tours.
- Wine tastings and cooking classes.
- Gratuities for baggage, porters and
hotel service.

Our Destinations
1 - Piedmont
Origin of the Italian Taste
2 - Lombardy
Historical Villas and Italy’s most beatiful Lakes
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3 - Dolomites
World Natural Heritage
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4 - Emilia Romagna
Castles and Food Valleys
5 - Tuscany
Art, Landscapes and Brunello
6 - Umbria
Sacred and Spiritual Region
7 - Sardinia
Emerald Sea and Wild Land
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Lombardy

Historical Villas and Italy’s most Beautiful Lakes

Lombardy

Historical Villas and Italy’s
most Beautiful Lakes

Lombardy, with its great lakes and numerous
small basins, offers a unique mix of charms to
lovers of lake tourism.
Visiting the largest and most famous lake of Italy:
Lake Garda, Lake Como, Lake Maggiore means
immersing oneself in all the flourish of a lush
nature that also has the power to renew the

mind and body.
The gorgeous landscapes of Lombardy’s lakes
bring together the fascination of villages lost in
time, near-ancient castles and monasteries,
superb villas, places rich in history and character,
and intriguing museums.

Day01

Day02

Welcome to Lombardy!

The Jewels of Lake Maggiore

Arrival at Malpensa and transfer by minivan to
Laveno, the most important resort on the east
bank of Lake Maggiore.
Stop for a light lunch on the way to Laveno. This
bustling town, surrounded by beautiful
mountains, has porticoed buildings and
pedestrian areas, ideal for walks by the lakefront
and for shopping.
Check-in at the hotel, briefing on the use of the
e-bikes and dinner at the hotel restaurant.

15 miles/25 km

Ride to Villa Porta Bozzolo through the cycle lane. This
charming villa is arranged on two levels and dates
back to the early 18th century. Back to Laveno.
A ferry service provides transportation to Verbania,
where the huge botanical garden of Villa Taranto can
be visited. It includes approximately 1000 non local
plants and 20,000 varieties and species of great
botanical value.
Thousands of plants coming from all over the world
form rare collections. A ferry service will take you to
the fascinating and popular tourist destination of
Eremo (Hermitage) di Santa Caterina del Sasso, set
between the rocks and the water, and almost looking
as though it is suspended in mid-air; it represents the
very essence as well as the most important religious
building in Verbania.
Back to the hotel in Laveno.

Day03

23miles/35 km

Varese, The Garden City
Transfer to Varese and visit by e-bike to Villa
Menafoglio Litta Panza di Biumo, which is famous
worldwide for its collection of contemporary works of
art, that Giuseppe Panza di Biumo collected there
from the ‘50s onwards.
It is currently owned by Fai.
We ride to Sacro Monte di Varese: The architectural
style of the chapels, the triumphal arches and the
fountains, the statues and the frescoes decorating the
chapels, are excellent examples of 17th century
religious art in the Milan area.
A magnificent panorama unfolds all around: the
Varese lakes, Comabbio, Maggiore and the
outstanding beauty of the mountains and majestic
Monte Rosa.
Transfer to Como, on the Como Lake, check-in at the
hotel and rest followed by aperitif and dinner.

Day04

18miles/25 km

Day04

The Branches of Como Lake...
Nature, Art and Emotions
Tour by bike of the city centre of Como, transfer by
boat to Lenno.
Ride with the e-bikes along the lake to reach Villa
Balbianello.
Laden with history and romantic allure, the Villa is
surrounded by a beautiful garden with a
breathtaking view of the lake. We visit then Villa
Carlotta, one of the most fascinating and ancient
mansions of Lake Como, built in 1690.
Transfer by ferry to Bellagio, “the pearl” of Lake
Como: Everything there is special and
unforgettable.
The ancient Borgo (hamlet) is a characteristic
feature of Bellagio: narrow cobblestone roads,
alleys and striking stairways alternate with
postcard-like views.

Day05

18 miles/25 km

Garda Lake: Sirmione and
Desenzano
Light lunch in Bellagio.
Transfer to Varenna and ride up to Castle of Vezio,
whose origins probably date back to a
Ligurian-Celtic settlement.
Transfer by minivan to Lecco, located on the east
branch of the lake of Como, between the
mountains of Resegone and Grigna, that has
always attracted painters, scholars and cultured
people from the time of Leonardo da Vinci.

Transfer to Sirmione, on the Garda Lake. Visit of
Sirmione, a beautiful medieval city with a 14th
century castle overlooking the lake.
We then ride to Desenzano, where we visit the city
and have a light lunch. Riding up and down the
breathtaking hills overlooking the lake, rich of
vineyards and olive trees, we arrive at Maguzzano
Abbey, a Renaissance construction, in a very
peaceful place.
We ride then on the ridge of the hills to the Castle of
Padenghe. We ride up along the bike lane reaching a
high altitude among green hills with a stunning view
on the gulf of Salò, historic point of reference along
the Lombardy coast of the Garda Lake.
Check in at the Hotel in Salò, followed by an
excellent dinner.

Day06

25miles/30 km

Vittoriale at Gardone
Visit of Salò with a Duomo, a beautiful gothic
church, with its marble portal and Renaissance
sculptures and paintings.
Without the bicycles, we embark on a boat that
takes us in 20 minutes to Gardone Riviera, where
we lunch in a typical restaurant overlooking the
lake after visiting the well-known Vittoriale, the
monumental residence of the famous Italian poet
Gabriele d’Annunzio.
Back to Salò and transfer to Verona.

Food
& Wine

The kingdom of fish: Perch, whitefish and arborelle, the best lake fish for a tasty typical risotto
accompanied by dry white wines. Cheese, sausage and lamb, pasta, rice and dumplings are other
typical dishes of the Lombardy lakes.
Lake of Garda cuisine is characterized by excellent oil and outstanding wines accompanying the
typical excellent Italian food.

Lodging
Hotel de Charme Laveno offers a
high
quality
service,
spa,
swimming pool, restaurant.

Hotel de Charme

Hotel Villa Flori

Laveno

Como

www.laveno-hotel.com

Hotel Villa Giulia
Valmadrera

www.alterrazzo.com

Hotel Villa Flori in Como is a
converted 19th-century villa and
perched on the edge of Lake
Como.the renovation made it
possible to enhance the quality of
hospitality with the most up-to-date
comforts and facilities, from the
lounge bar on the lake’s edge and
hi-techservices in every room and
suite to the fitness centre and
Turkish bath.

ww.hotelvillaflori.it

Villa Giulia, an antique patrician
construction in which Restaurant “Al
Terrazzo” is accommodated, is
situated in a comfortable and cosy
atmosphere. It dominates the
beautiful basin of Lake Como with a
marvellous panorama on the city of
Lecco, the Resegone mountain and
other mountains surrounding it.
A
special
feature
of
the
restaurant,frequented by tourists,
business
men,
international
enterprises and celebrities of the
entertainment industry, is the wine
cellar, which has been hewn out of
the mountain rock in front of the
entrance of the villa.

In the enchanting environment of
the Salò hills, with a magnificent
view of Lake Garda stands the Hotel
Villa Arcadio surrounded by olive
trees, woods and flowers. The Hotel
is an ancient restructured convent
and its evocative ambience makes it
an elite resort for discerning
travelers
to
rediscover
the
atmosphere much loved by poets,
artists and refined travelers.

Hotel Villa Arcadio
Salò

www.hotelvillaarcadio.it

via morimondo 26, 20143 Milano italy
T +39 02 45 498 407
Web www.bikeiteasytravel.com
Contact info@bikeiteasytravel.com

